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Customer’s Wishes
Tex-Styles wishes you
very
happy
and
prosperous Diwali.

@ Ziac
Ziacpay ESS Module

Krone Communications,Bangalore

ZiacSMS (Airtel)

Haarika Communications,Bangalore

Wheelz Lite version

Universal Motors,Bangalore

Zbank

Gayathri co-operative Bank,Hassan

Rgds/Sreenivasa
Tex-styles

Welcome to Support department
Dear Dharmendra,

Where Customers Are focused

Wish U and your staff a
Happy Diwali

Cilent’s Testimonials
Dear Geetha,
Thank you so much for updating wheelz sms
alert and cbz extreme price list and also
update passion pro and Sp NXG at the earlies

Ravindra V Jadav
Joke for the Day –But
very much true also.
How to make Rs. 1
crore in Stock
market??????

Simple, start with 2
Crore in Stock Market.
--Sent by Mr. Rajesh of Ziac

Sai Sri Motors
…….. it was rectified with success by Mr. Raghavendra.Thanks to Mr.Raghavendra &
Ziac
Dhyuthi Motors
The above words are reproduced as is from the original

Ziac’s Hiring process is in progress..
Openings are in Development, Support, Marketing Departments,
Hurry up only limited vaccines ….
Send your Resume to rashmi@ziacsoft.com

Food For Thought : By one of our most esteemed Customer…… Mr.Parameswara
1.

Concept Of 5S from Japanese Management .
As you already know Japan is one of the most developed country in the world. A popular saying
”Successful people will not do different things, but they do the things differently.”
Lets have a look at the below 5s concept which is implemented in Japan’s work style.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Seire (Sort) : Distinguish between necessary and unnecessary items in gemba* and discard the latter.
Seiton (Straighten): Arrange all items remaining after seiri in an orderly manner.
Seiso (Scrub): Keep machines and working environments clean.
Seiketsu (Systematize) : Extend the concept of cleanliness to oneself and continuously practice the above
three steps.
5. Shitsuke (Standardize): Build self-discipline and make a habit of engaging in the 5S by establishing
standards

* A term commonly used in Japan is gemba kaizen. It is an expression that conveys commitment to continuous
improvement of practices and processes as a business philosophy. Translated to English "gemba" means shop
floor and "kaizen" means continuous improvement.

